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January 19th 2018:SPECREST and SIGHTRON
Our first guest is Robert Black who has 38 years of owning
and operating a precision machining and sheet metal
company, predominately servicing the aircraft and defense
industry. In 2006 RB designed and created SPEC REST as a
precision tripod weapons mount, for long distance varmint
hunting that quickly became adapted within law enforcement
and the military, globally.
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Our next guest, Corbin Shell has spent the last two and a half
decades shooting long range, highpower prone, and Palma
disciplines. Currently, Corbin is the National Sales Manager
for Sightron Sport Optics, a manufac
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Robert Black “RB” has 38 years of owning and operating a precision machining and
sheet metal company, predominately servicing the aircraft and defense industry. In
2006 RB created Spec Rest and Lone Star Field Products. Originally Spec Rest was
designed as a precision tripod weapons mount, for long distance varmint hunting and
quickly became adapted within law enforcement and the military, globally. As of 2018
Spec Rest is deployed in 46 countries. Spec Rest provides the ultimate stable
platform, which allows the shooter rapid macro adjustments, combined with micro
elevation adjustments “on the fly”. Spec Rest platforms all rifles from small caliber to
.50 BMG, ARs, bolt guns as well a
Read more
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Corbin Shell has spent the last two and a half decades shooting long range,
highpower prone, and Palma disciplines. Corbin has shot or coached on nationally
competitive teams including, but not limited to, North State Shooting Club (NSSC) and
currently Oak Ridge Sportsman’s Association (ORSA). He has competed at the
National Highpower and Long Range Championships at Camp Perry sense 1997.
ELR shooting has been a passion for Corbin sense the late 1990’s and he is focusing
more of his attention towards this rapidly growing shooting discipline. For over a
decade Corbin has been involved in the shooting sports industry as a National Sales
Manager for several firearms manufactures. Cu
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